S.A. Lifeline Foundation

SAL 12 Step Meetings

• Mission to provide hope for recovery
• Began with a fundraising dinner
• Published Don Hilton’s book He Restoreth My
Soul in 2010
• Published the first Understanding Pornography
Manual in 2011
• Published What Can I Do About Me? in 2012
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Started in 2014
Anonymous
Autonomous
Self-supporting
Follow traditions of AA
Use SA & S-Anon Materials
Gender-specific
Non-denominational
Recognize God at the center of recovery

What does the Foundation provide?

Looking to the Wisdom of AA:

• The Foundation provides meeting space for several
meetings (T Point & Mapleton)
• The Foundation provides oversight & administrative
materials for SAL groups
• The Foundation continues to produce & provide
educational materials for the public
• The Foundation provides events for its members &
the public
• The Foundation provides additional resources
(websites, online meeting platforms, blog/discussion
groups) for its members
• The Foundation pays employees to accomplish the
logistcal tasks of running an organization

The Foundation functions to SAL 12 Step groups
as Central Office functions to AA groups
•maintains meeting lists
•gives guidelines for meetings
•distributes literature
•organizes events
•answers inquiries
•public relations
•newlsetter/bulletin
•paid employees/volunteers
•see AA guidelines—aa.org
•AA Central Office earns funds through literature
sales, donations from AA groups, donations from
AA members

Problem: The Foundation needs donations from its members to continue to grow the
recovery resources we offer.
Solution: Give our members a way to give back as they move forward in recovery.
We are so excited to give our members the option to donate by Enrolling in Courses at
sal12step.org

Online Courses Include:
•
•
•
•

Recurring Donations
Men’s Step Work Curriculum ($10/month)
Women’s Step Work Curriculum ($10/month)
Men’s Guided Meditations ($5/month)
Women’s Guided Meditations ($5/month)
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One-time Donations
Men’s & Women’s Power of Twelve ($75)
Intro to Recovery 5 Week Zoom Course ($25)
Men’s Establishing Bottom Lines ($30)
Women’s How to Set Effective Boundaries ($30)
Men’s Step Zero: Stop & Stay Stopped ($20)
Women’s Topic Study Forum ($5)

At SAL12Step, recovery will always be free for the taking. We are fully committed to offering all of our 12
step meetings for free, always and forever. You can continue working your program, completely free of
charge, as you have done in the past.
However, for those who have the desire to give back to the Foundation to help grow and support the work of
recovery, and for those who have the desire to deepen their personal recovery and find ways to work the
Steps more consistently, we are so excited to offer these new resources through sal12step.org. We know
that working the Steps is what brings the promised gifts of this program into our lives, so we can continue on
the beautiful path of lifelong recovery, one day at a time.

